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Title: Tomb Raider: Guerilla Skin
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Crystal Dynamics, Eidos-Montréal, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista,7,8 (32bit/64bit)

Processor:Dual core CPU: AMD Athlon64 X2 2.1 Ghz (4050+), Intel Core2 Duo 1.86 Ghz (E6300)

Memory:1GB Memory (2GB on Vista)

Graphics:DirectX 9 graphics card with 512Mb Video RAM: AMD Radeon HD 2600 XT, nVidia 8600

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:12 GB HD space

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Polish,Dutch,Czech,Arabic
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An online game... With Servers exclusively from the devs... So far good, right? Well, the servers are closed, you can only collect
money and see your only sad, solitary pet, that's all, the game have a ,assive potential, but right now is useless and abandoned,
nice if you like to see the artstyle of what could had been this game. Got 2 hours to spare and wanna do nerve-wrecking puzzle?
You got this.. If you have any interest in a neat TBS-combat strategy game with Civ-esque overview, get this. It is eternally
awesome.. Even though this game is already very cheap, I can only really recomend this game when it's on sale. All the levels are
very short, the difficulty is inconsistent, and the controls are lacking, which can make certain puzzles more frustrating than they
should have been.

it's only a 4\/10 at best,. so only grab if the genre appeals to you.. I wanted to like this game a lot. The trailer I saw for it a couple
months ago had me really excited. Unfortunately I can't recommend it. I beat the first chapter in 30 minutes and it was more
tedious than fun. There's no locomotion except for the jetpack, which let's you move slowly for maybe 10 seconds before going
on cooldown for another 3 or so. You're on a level platform and want to walk to the other end of it? You have to use the jetpack.
It's really unnatural and immersion breaking, and the length of the game is only what it is because of the cooldowns slowing the
pace. Unfortunately, it just wasn't fun. The final scene showed some promise and the weapon you receive right before that
added a little interest, but the first chapter ends a minute later (right now there's only the one chapter).
After a few more chapters are released, the game might be worth picking up, but as of now it's certainly not worth the $10
asking price.. Hello Gamers,

I bought this game directly because I llike the combination of the content. (Starcraft, Dota,...) It\u00b4s a great concept and also
it looks great to play. This game has much potential to get better in the early access stage. Some things aren\u00b4t balanced
now, so for example you can make your hero invisible and just destroy enemy base in 1 minute. Great...

I try to mention all points now (+ pro \/ - contra):

+ the game search system is awesome, directly after starting AF it looks for matches without click for it. And if you wish you
can accept or deny it. great system to safe time for player.#
- you can\u00b4t choose at the moment if you want to play 1gg1 2gg2 3gg3 in this matchmaking,expect you make a seperated
lobby
+ the graphic elements are awesome
- sounds could be smoother, better and more quality, the music is a bit missing in my opinion
- if you play with friends against bots, you don\u00b4t earn items or EXP, only if you play alone
- the developer needs to make advertising for this game, there are no players online max was about 7 players
+ the build system is great and not to much. you can concentrate to fights and lane control but also have time for build colonies,
great
- the game needs more abilitys, more items, more ships !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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+ much maps available, but i would prefer more items and more ships
- the game feels not well balanced.... no true sight against invisibility (for example you can not build ships for detection or
towers) invisible = 100% invisible .... to unbalanced for a moba
- one of the biggest contra points so far: the unit controlling is not precise enough. sometimes your ship gets unselected for NO
reason and move into it\u00b4s death. the cast system sometimes also kicks you of the selection. the movement while fighting
feels unbalanced and not smooth
+ modules for upgrading your ship, menu playing for training, UI is great designed
- some visual bugs appears with the "fog" for example or the movement lines
-\/+ you can earn EXP but you don\u00b4t have a Level for you ship or account, you level only ingame for the team (no singel
level, it is team level) also it\u00b4s not so good visible how much exp is needed for next item or whatever...
- you don\u00b4t know how to get ships, until you play a lot and then you can see you get it in item box
- the attributes are not explained, what attribute does increase WHAT status ???
- the bots are not that intelligent
- no steam invite function for friends (you need to give code to your friend, feels like OLD games)
- ingame announcements are to less or unprecise (lanes, buildings, ...)
- neutral enemys on lane do NOT attack your hero !?!?!?!
+ i like the team game thinking, your team has the same level ALWAYS and every player, also you all have the same colour but
you also can steal ressources of your friend, I mean thats a great thing but i don\u00b4t think that online players will like this to
stranger ppl
- the zoom needs an optionsbutton for not fixed positions, i don\u00b4t like fixed zoom positions

okay stop now.... there are much more things that could be better, easier to understand and also looking better. But it is early
access and i bet there are coming much changes. I like the game very much also the concept and idea and i also enjoy the low
price !!! it IS worth !!!!! 100% it needs much more players to get the development further. For now it needs more content and
you can see that some elements are not implemented now (recycling of items & & & ...) Thanks for this game I look positive for
the future and PLEASE do advertising on it and more items you can get. I played just ~6 hours and i am not sure if i can get
anything new due abilitys.

go go go :-) i also try to get more players for this game. This is a super early review but I know how much that can matter in the
success or failure of games on Steam, VR games especially and it'd be a shame to see this game go no-where due to lack of
reviewers. In short if you're after Mario Kart on Vive then for the price I'm certainly not arguing, nausea might hit you a bit
hard to start with but if you can handle Cars and other more 'intense' experiances then it shouldn't be a problem. Not seen a huge
amount of the content yet but what I have looks nice and well made. It's cheap and it's karting in vr, on that basis I'd say it's on
to a winner. Will update in case my experiance changes dramatically from more play time.. A really good game!
Great music!
Superb art!
Charming story!
Feels nice to play!
Absolutely loved it!!
Things can get pretty chaotic in co-op mode (heck i keep losing my cursor even when playing alone), but with the right friend
it's down to get really fun!!!!. A pretty fun game; a few of the mechanics are a little aggravating (IE waiting for lumber mills to
produce wood), but besides that, the gameplay is okay. It's somewhat of a grind at first, but there is an element of challenge
when trying to acquire the achievements.
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Much like Summer in Fairbrook, I bought this game on sale, and yet still find it difficult to recommend to anyone, other than
those firmly commited to the genre.
And much like it's predecessor, Winter in Fairbrook leaves much to be desired.

To say the game is bad would be like saying a small piece of chocolate cake is bad (assuming that you enjoy chocolate cake). It's
still cake, it's still good, but it is grossly unsatisfying.

The writing leaves much to be desired. Very much like Steve in the previous game, Natalie is a vapid, ignorant, immature,
petulant, and lazy girl, who is instructed by her parents to find a job over the holidays, in the hopes of teaching her some
discipline (They had already cancelled her cellphone due to bad grades, and are now threatening to take her new car away).
Luckily, her room-mate just happens to be Clara from the previous game, and she sets Natalie up with Susana to work in the
flower shop.
Natalie must leave first thing in the morning to arrive in Fairbrook to start work the next day, but instead of packing and
sleeping, she spends all night playing online games. That is our first introduction to this character, and I must say, it did not
leave me wanting to spend the entire winter break with her.

When she arrives in Fairbrook she thinks it's a small, dull town, and rightly so. She sleeps the day away, and then proceeds very
rudely reject the dinner that was cooked for her (and continues to do so for a few weeks) and sleep in until 11 am the next day,
even after being woken up by Susana at 8 am... after doing the only task asked of her, she then wanders off to check out the
general store, thinking to herself that she "wasn't told [she] needed to come right back.... once again, I am left wondering why I
should care about this spoiled wretch.

She improves as time goes on, of course, but I still never really cared for her at all. The choices that you get to make in the game
are fairly limited. Just like it's predecessor, you start your day working in your garden. You then get to do one activity for the
whole day, be it going to the store, the library, or just staying in.. there were around 5 options if I recall correctly. Every so often
you would get a cut scene with one of the bachelors, and you would get to make a single choice in the entire discussion, and the
rest of it was merely her awkward verbal diarrhea.

As for the bachelors... well.... what can I say...

Steve is still Steve, if you've played the previous game then you already know everything there is to know about him. He's
slightly less lazy than before, but otherwise he's pretty much just a male version of Natalie (or she a female version of him).

Jacob is sweet, charming, helpful, and shy.. oh, and he's SEVENTEEN!!! Yes, you read that right.. one of this College girl's
potential mates is still in Highschool...... yeah. Add to that the fact that she thinks he looks like a twelve year old, and you've got
a real winner.

Trent is still trent. He's sweet, charming, attractive, and playful. Oh, and in love with someone else... just like, well, pretty much
all the guys really.

And Ryan, well, there's nothing that I can say about him that wouldn't sound completely biased, but I'll try. To say he's
adorkable would not be giving him enough credit, though he does resemble that at times. He's intellegent, well-spoken, hard-
working, reliable, cultured, and a bit of a virtuoso.... I mean, is there anything he isn't? He's also the only guy who isn't already
mostly spoken for, so that's another plus for him... the only problem is, in reality, there is no way he would go for someone like
Natalie... and quite frankly, most of the time it seemed like he hated her, or at the very least found her highly irritating.

The good:
- Art work is relatively cute
- Writing is decent
- Gardening mini-game is amusing
- The bachelors are charming

The bad:
- The music is repetitive, and though not inharently bad, certainly grates on you after a time.
- The writing is lacking in quite a few places
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- The gardening mini-game is much more out of place in this incarnation than in the previous title.

TL;DR
This game is not really worth your time or money, even on sale. It's decent, and if you really like the genre then I won't think
any less of you for buying it.
Just keep in mind that even though it says I've got 12 hours played, about 80% of that was spent leaving the game open for
Trading Cards. I think it took me roughly 2 hours to get 3 of the endings.. decent.. but much better games out there.. why do
people hate this game?! I mean XX is way better but come on guys.
okay well that being said.....I haaaaaaate the fact that there is a turn button in a fighting game. so... yeah get XX. This game
needs more appreciation and love. This game is absolutely amazing. This game came right out of nowhere for me and blew each
and every one of my expectations away. This game is a masterpiece on all fronts. The controls feel so tight and the environments
are beautiful. The characters have personality and even the music does too. Exploration and success is rewarding, and the story
is intriguing. The level design is so well put together and all of the little helpful tools in a platformer that didn't NEED to be in
the game are in the game to generally improve the player's experience and reduce backtracking & visibility errors (graphical and
level design-al). There are so many cool mechanics that are introduced using a nice difficulty curve. Was totally worth my $15.
9.5\/10. I paid 1.99.. for a game i was NOT expecting to look\/play anywhere near as good as this does.. the environments are
quite nice and the game play is alot of fun.. TL.. Diablo.. TQ "ish" .. loot.. quests.. its just a solid and fun RPG.

Edit: 26 hours finished game.. i ran into no glitches or bugs myself.
Just a simple hack n slash loot em up rpg.. worth the funds imo.. I enjoyed Huntsville, but this one not at all. I love Hidden
Object games and play a lot. There is some sort of story here, but the problem is that the graphics are really terrible. Many of
the objects are very small and and most of them are just plain ugly. Maybe this would be good for someone who is really
looking for something creepy, but even then the example images above are not at all representive of what you are going to see in
game and most of the sites you have to search are very very grainy. That is what really takes all the possiblity of fun out of the
game.. this game is actually better then i though i would be based on reviews. it definitely has a lot of potential. even though it
has a few flaws i still like it. 7/10.. This game threw texture errors at me right from the very start, was laggy and I couldn't get
past the character name screen. I had difficulty loading this for the five minutes required to be able to review such a sub-par
game.

Although it seems like it could be a good game with some more work from the developer.. I feel as though my eyes were
molested by jared from subway. Then i was drugged by bill cosby and forced to play this game for hours on end. Then i wake
up..It was only a dream (or so i thought) trapped in a ground hog day type situation where i wake up from a dream being forced
to play this game then i download this game then uninstall it,wake up its just a dream repeat.. Commits suicide, wakes up as a
low textured tree in this game.. i played it
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